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and McCauley [1980] showsextensivefaulting on the eastern
wall of Zeami; similarities have been noted between Zeami
and certain "floor-fractured" craters on the moon [Schultz,

1977' Head et al., 1981]. It seemslikely that the interior of
Zeami has been influencedby the underlying topography of
the area and that a large escarpmentor steepslope was present before the event that excavated Zeami. It is possible that

the Zeami escarpment/slopemay be an extension of the
systemof faults and lineamentswhich trend NE of Tolstoj
Basin [Schaberand McCauley, 1980]. Given the proximity of
Zeami to the Mena-TheophanesBasin (see section4), how-
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ever, basin rim structure must be considered a possible contributingor alternativeexplanationfor the Zeami escarpment.
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7.

EQUATORIALGLOBAL TOPOGRAPHY

To illustrate the equatorial topographyon the global scale,
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we have plotted all of the compositeradar profilesfrom 19781982 on a 0-360 ø longitude scalein Figure 12. The altitude
,,qlt•tude (kin)
scale is absolute; the zero-altitude datum is defined by the
Fig. 13. Histogram of the Mercurian altitudesshown in Figure
2439.0-km-radiusreferencesphere(see section 2). Figure 13 12. The histogramis normalizedby the number of altitude data
showsa histogram giving the distribution of altitudes from pointswithin eachaltitudebin, not by area.The zero-altitudedatum
[

Figure 12.
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correspondsto a 2439.0-km-radiusreferencesphere.The highestand

The mean of the altitudes in Figure 12 is+0.7 km (2439.7 lowest altitudes measuredare indicated by arrows.
km mean radius), which is consistentwith the 2439 ___1 km
mean equatorial radius measuredby Ash et al. [1971] from and 180øWlongitude.The Areciboresults(Figure 12) show
planetaryradar observations.Also, there is good spot agree- that Mercury'stopographic
figureis roughlyalignedwith its
ment with the 2439.5 _+ 1 km radius measured at 295.3øW,

dynamicalfigure,althoughthe two large bulgesappearto
align somewhatbetter along a 10ø-190øWlongitudeaxis.
Goldreichand Peale [1966] have shownthat a differenceberian lowlands(seeFigure 12 and Figures2a-2e) and is closeto tweenthe equatorialmoments-of-inertia
of only about 0.01%
the "mostprobable"altitude(+0.3 km) as givenby the peak for an ellipsoidalfigurewouldlikelyensurea highprobability
of the histogram (Figure 13).
of captureinto the 3:2 resonance
state.This corresponds
to
1.1øN from radio occultations [Fjeldbo et al., 1976]. The zeroaltitude datum correspondsto the typical elevation of Mercu-

The extreme range of Mercurian altitudes is 7 km (Figures
12 and 13) as measuredfrom the lowest crater floors to the
high plateau near the Mariner 10 easternterminator.The elevation differencebetween Mercurian highlands and lowlands
is typicallyabout 3 km, whichcorresponds
to the approximate
equivalentwidth of the altitude distribution in Figure 13. For
comparison,the moon has approximately 10 km of peak-topeak reliefas measuredby Apollo laseraltimetry [Kaula et al.,
1974]. Some of this relief is due to the roughly 2.5 km offset
between the moon's center-of-massand center-of-figure, since
the topographicdatum usedby Kaula et al. [1974] was based
on a sphereabout the center-of-mass.Altimetry resultsfrom
the Lunar Sounder Experiment show about 7 km of relief if

variationsin an ellipsoidaldynamicalfigureof about 100 m. It
is then conceivable that the dynamical figure of Mercury
could be dominatedby a long-wavelengthcomponentof un-

compensated
topographyassociated
withtheobserved
bulges.
An alternativeexplantionfor the 3:2 spin-orbitresonance
is
that there is a lunar-like mascon associated with the smooth

plainsin or aroundCaloris.An earlysuggestion
wasmadeby
Murray et al. [1974] that the masconwas locatedin the interior plainsof Calorisitself.This waslater challenged[Dzurisin, 1976; Melosh and Dzurisin, 1978a] on the basisthat a
mascon is inconsistent with evidence that the final episode in

the tectonic history of Caloris was uplift of the basin floor.

Strom[1979] pointsout, however,that this argumentagainst
a Calorismasconpresumesthat the final uplift was isostatic.
basedon a 1738 km sphereabout the center-of-figure[Brown Melosh and Dzurisin[1978a], offeringan alternativeto a Caet al., 1974].
loris mascon,arguedthat a positivegravityanomalyassociRadar altimetry for Mercury shows two major topographic
ated with 400 m of uncompensated
material in a 1300-kmhighs in the equatorial zone of the planet. The first extends wide circum-Calorissmooth plains annulus would sufficeto
across the eastern terminator in Mariner 10 images from
control the planet's dynamical figure. McKinnon [1979]
350øW to 35øW and resemblesa plateau with an abrupt drop- claimsthat suchan annularring-loadwould be "substantially
off on its western side. This drop in elevation is associated compensated"due to its large size, but that some stresses
with an extensivesystemof faults (seesection6). The second would be set up whichwouldinhibit completecompensation.
major high area coversa broad region south of Caloris Basin The apparentsimilaritybetweenthe circum-Calorissmooth
between 160øW and 240øW. Caloris itself is approximately plainsand lunar maria, strengthened
somewhatby the radar

crater floors are excluded and if the topographic datum is

bisectedby the Mariner 10 westernterminator at 190øWlongitude. This high area containstwo local topographiclows
centered on 180øW and 210øW which correspond to areas of
smooth plains. A third, less extensivehighlands area can be
seen in the more northerly profiles near 310øW in the unimaged hemisphere(Figures 2e and 12).
The fact that Mercury is in a precise 3'2 spin-orbit resonance indicates that the long axis of the planet's dynamical
figure is aligned with the perihelion subsolar points at 0øW

evidencefor subsidence,establishesa circum-Caloris mascon

as a plausiblehypothesis.
However,the availabledata (radar
and imaging)are insufficientto determinehow much of the
smoothplainsmaterial remainsuncompensated.
8.

CONCLUSIONS

The Arecibo radar observationsof Mercury provide information on the morphologyof surfacefeatureswith horizontal

dimensionsranging from the 50 km scalescharacteristicof

